
WE ARE FIGHTING COVID-19
TOGETHER
Our Alliance teams in Indonesia are supplying thousands of face masks and

hundreds of public health banners displaying COVID-19 prevention information.

Your partnership is saving lives through hundreds of public health banners across our country that
display vital COVID-19 prevention information.

We’ve been placing our banners in the capital city here. And we are surprised and encouraged to see
these banners popping up across the Indonesian archipelago.

https://www.cmalliance.org/
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A church displays an Easter banner and COVID-19 banner—side-by-side. Photo courtesy of a CAMA worker

Many are Printing our Banners
From where we serve, the most western tip of our country all the way to the most eastern province,
people are hanging these banners across streets, at markets, and at places of worship. Many are
asking for e-copies and printing the banners themselves!

In addition, you’re also helping us to provide hand-washing stations. One of our teammates
responded to a local government leader’s request for a hand-washing station for his community.
Another has provided some of these stations in Papua as well.

Through your partnership, you’re also protecting people with thousands of face masks. Our team has
been hard at work, sewing and sourcing cloth masks as well as working with other Alliance teams
across the region doing the same work.

*Name changed

by an Alliance worker serving with CAMA
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